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Cameco and Areva have decided to suspend McArthur
River Mine and Key Lake Mill Operations
Cameco (BUY, $14 target, covered by R. Profiti) and AREVA (Not Rated) ceasing production at the largest uranium mine in
the world for ten months will attract attention. This should be seen as a positive move for the uranium sector and
potential largest catalyst for the sector since Fukushima occurred in 2011. Several of the supply shocks in the past
decade were accidents that took material off-line unexpectedly. This included a fire at McArthur and two floods at Cigar
Lake and the uranium market took off, followed by the uranium equities.
While this closure has a similar effect by ceasing production it shouldn’t come as much of a shock to some – almost every
uranium mining company has pulled back production over the past two years, including Cameco. Its sales will go on and
there shouldn’t be any impact in the physical market, particularly the spot market. Plus there will likely be comfort that
the decision to halt production can be reversed if needed. If Cameco finds itself short of product down the road it also
has the option to buy in the spot market as some of the junior producers have done - see more on Cameco's suspension
from Ralph Profiti's note - Nov 09, 2017.
The McArthur River closure could change the mentality of intermediaries and end users and how they approach buying
material. Right now utilities are not committing for the long haul. Over the past three years, only ~1/3 of uranium being
used in reactors is being replaced (similar to this year with 69.3 MM lbs U3O8 contracted YTD versus reactor
requirements of 169 MM U3O8). We’ve talked for a while about the need to return to contracting. But as the LT price fell
another dollar to US$30/lb two weeks ago, this makes Cameco even less incentivized to fill gaps in its sales book for
beyond 2019. The shutdown implies Cameco inventories could fall to 10-12 MM lbs by YE18 from 27.6 MM lbs currently.
Many end users likely thought they would simply extend or sign new term contracts with Cameco and AREVA as they
rolled off. However, by removing roughly 17 MM lbs of production from the production profiles of Cameco and AREVA,
there might not actually be a need to cover production with sales for the following year as well. This could leave power
companies scrambling for product…and when one nuclear utility blinks, many tend to react. Mining companies can go
without production, but nuclear reactors cannot operate without uranium.
Spot prices did rise $0.30 this week to $20.25/lb. Demand is a little over 6 MM lbs while supply is around 4.5 MM lbs. But
the spot market isn’t the one we should be watching. Producers don’t really use it. Utilities don’t really use it. We suggest
investors look to commodity exposure, companies with leverage and long term, high grade explorers in the meantime.
See follow up figures from our Technical Analyst, Tina Normann, and her take on uranium price and players in the space.

For exposure to uranium:
Uranium Participation (BUY, C$4.80 target). Trading at a 5% premium to NAV, this suggests that investors already believe
prices will rise. Today’s news should strengthen that opinion.

For leverage to rising prices in the event that the uranium market takes off:
Uranium Energy (UEC-US, BUY, US$2.30 Target)
Energy Fuels (EFR-T, BUY, C$3.75 Target)

Long term investments. The trio of high grade Athabasca Basin explorers are always a good bet. A rising tide should
lift all boats, and these popular names should respond. While these are longer term development projects and less reliant
on short term uranium fluctuations, they all are sufficiently advanced and demonstrate liquidity that might be suitable for
generalist investors.
NexGen Energy (NXE-T, BUY, C$6.10 Target )
Denison Mines (DML-T, BUY, C$1.60 Target)
Fission Uranium (FCU-T, BUY, C$1.90 Target)

Safety in low price environment.
Ur Energy (URE-T, BUY, C$1.55 Target)

Please see Disclosures and Disclaimers at the end of this report.
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Figure 1: Uranium Participation. Our current NAV estimate is C$4.78 per share based on a 2017E price of
US$27/lb. Price to estimated NAV suggests that Uranium Participation is trading at a 5.0% premium to its NAV. The
recent weekly MACD Buy signal reinforces the yearlong recovery in momentum strength and bottoming pattern
between $3.50 and $4.70

Source: Bloomberg, StockCharts, Eight Capital, Company Reports
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Figure 2: Uranium price has been in a narrow range since June with momentum picking up on both the weekly and
daily MACD. Breakout levels above$20.90. Resistance levels: $23.00/$26.00

Source: Bloomberg, Eight Capital
Figure 3: Denison Mines has triggered a weekly MACD confirming the bullish divergence building since June.

Source: StockCharts, Eight Capital
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Figure 4: FCU & NXE are both carving out double bottom from their June lows and both are exhibiting a pick up in
volume and daily momentum strength

Source: StockCharts, Eight Capital
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Disclosures and Disclaimers
This research report (as defined in IIROC Rule 3400) is issued and approved for distribution in Canada by Eight Capital, a
member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada, and the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Eight
Capital accepts responsibility for the dissemination of this report. Non-client recipients of the research report should not
rely solely on the investment recommendations contained herein and should consult their own professional advisors. Eight
Capital will not treat any non-client receiving this report as its own. Institutional clients who require additional information
on securities discussed in this report should contact a qualified sales person at Eight Capital.
Eight Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this research report or the
information contained herein.
This research report is being provided only to institutional clients of Eight Capital and is intended for informational
purposes only. This research report is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any of the securities
discussed herein. The information contained in this research report is prepared from publicly available information,
internally developed data and other sources believed to be reliable, but has not been independently verified by Eight
Capital. Eight Capital makes no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy, correctness or completeness of
such information and they should not be relied upon as such.
All estimates, opinions and recommendations expressed herein constitute judgments as of the date of this research report
and are subject to change without notice. Eight Capital does not accept any obligation to update, modify or amend this
research report or to otherwise notify a recipient of this research report in the event that any estimates, opinions and
recommendations contained herein change or subsequently become inaccurate or if this research report is subsequently
withdrawn.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made
regarding future performance of any security mentioned in this research report. The price of the securities mentioned in
this research report and the income they generate may fluctuate and/or be adversely affected by market factors or
exchange rates, and investors may realize losses on investments in such securities, including the loss of investment
principal. Nothing in this research report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice. Investors should consult with his or
her independent legal or tax adviser in this regard.
US Residents: This report is provided to US residents under a chaperoning arrangement pursuant to Rule 15a-6 of the U.S.
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Rule"). Eight Capital is a non-U.S. broker-dealer for the purposes of the Rule and is
not registered with the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, the Securities and Exchange Commission or any state
securities regulatory authority. This research report is intended only for persons who are a “major U.S. institutional
investor” which is defined as a U.S. institutional investor or any other entity which owns or manages at least $100 million
in financial assets. This research report is not a solicitation to sell the securities discussed herein; however, should you
choose to make an unsolicited transaction in such securities we may refer you to our chaperone. Please be advised that
Eight Capital may earn a commission in connection with transactions through our chaperone and, in certain cases, our
chaperone may give up trading to Eight Capital for execution.
Eight Capital Corp. is a U.S. registered broker-dealer, a member of FINRA and an affiliate of Eight Capital. Eight Capital
Corp. accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms and limitations as set out above.
U.S. residents seeking to effect a transaction in any security discussed herein should contact Eight Capital Corp. directly.
Research reports published by Eight Capital are intended for distribution in the United States only to Major Institutional
Investors (as such term is defined in SEC 15a-6 and Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) and
are not intended for the use of any person or entity.

Dissemination of Research
Eight Capital’s Research is distributed electronically through email, website (password protected) or hard copy.
Dissemination of initial research reports and any subsequent research reports is made simultaneously to a pre-determined
list of clients of Eight Capital’s Institutional Sales and Trading representatives. Eight Capital’s policy with respect to
research reports is available at www.viiicapital.com.
Research reports covering this issuer prior to December 3, 2016 were written by an analyst in the employ of
Dundee Securities Ltd. (“DSL”). Eight Capital has reviewed and adopted reports prepared by DSL as at the relevant
dates of such reports and assumes responsibility for such reports as if they were prepared by Eight Capital at their
relevant dates.

Conflicts of Interest
Eight Capital has written procedures designed to identify and manage potential conflicts of interest that arise in connection
with its research and other businesses. The compensation of each Research Analyst/Associate involved in the preparation
of this research report is based competitively upon several criteria, including performance assessment criteria, the quality
of research and the value of the services they provide to clients of Eight Capital. The Research Analyst compensation pool
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includes revenues from several sources, including sales, trading and investment banking. Research analysts and associates
do not receive compensation based upon revenues from specific investment banking transactions.
Eight Capital generally restricts any research analyst/associate and any member of his or her household from executing
trades in the securities of a company that such research analyst covers, with limited exception.
Should this research report provide web addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, third party web sites, Eight Capital has not
reviewed the contents of such links and takes no responsibility whatsoever for the contents of such web sites. Web
addresses and/or hyperlinks are provided solely for the recipient's convenience and information, and the content of third
party web sites is not in any way incorporated into this research report. Recipients who choose to access such web
addresses or use such hyperlinks do so at their own risk.
Unless publications are specifically marked as research publications of Eight Capital, the views expressed therein
(including recommendations) are those of the author and, if applicable, any named issuer or Investment Dealer alone, and
have not been approved by, nor are they necessarily those of, Eight Capital. Eight Capital expressly disclaims any and all
liability for the content of any publication that is not expressly marked as a research publication of Eight Capital.
Forward-looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates, forecasts and projections based on beliefs and
assumptions made by the author. These statements involve risks and uncertainties and are not guarantees of future
performance or results and no assurance can be given that these estimates and expectations will prove to have been
correct, and actual outcomes and results may differ materially from what is expressed, implied or projected in such
forward-looking statements.

Research Analyst Certification
Each Research Analyst and/or Associate who is involved in the preparation of this research report hereby certifies that:
•
the views and recommendations expressed herein accurately reflect his/her personal views about any and all
of the securities or issuers that are the subject matter of this research report;
•
his/her compensation is not and will not be directly related to the specific recommendations or views
expressed by the Research Analyst in this research report;
•
they have not affected a trade in a security of any class of the issuer whether directly or indirectly through
derivatives within the 30-day period prior to the publication of this research report;
•
they have not distributed or discussed this Research Report to/with the issuer, investment banking at Eight
Capital or any other third party except for the sole purpose of verifying factual information; and
•
they are unaware of any other potential conflicts of interest.
The Research Analyst involved in the preparation of this research report does not have any authority whatsoever (actual,
implied or apparent) to act on behalf of any issuer mentioned in this research report.

Informal Comment
Informal Comments are analysts’ informal comments that are posted on the Eight Capital website. They generally pertain to
news flow and do not contain any change in analysts' opinion, estimates, rating or target price. Any rating(s) and target price(s)
in an Informal Comment are from prior formal published research reports. A link is provided in any Informal Comment to all
company specific disclosures and analyst specific disclosures for companies under coverage, as well as general disclosures and
disclaimers.

Presentations
Presentations do not include disclosures that are specific to analysts and specific to companies under coverage. Please refer to
formal published research reports for company specific disclosures, analyst specific disclosures and valuation methodologies
used in determining target prices for companies under coverage.

Idea of Interest
Eight Capital has not initiated formal continuing coverage of Idea of Interest companies. Eight Capital from time to time
publishes reports on Idea of Interest securities for which it does not and may not choose to provide formal continuous
research coverage. All opinions and estimates contained in an Idea of Interest report are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith but without the legal responsibility that would accompany formal continuous research
coverage. The companies may have recommendations as per our regular rating system and may have target prices; see
Explanation of Recommendations for details. Any recommendations, target prices and/or comments expire 30 days from
the published date, and once expired should no longer be relied upon as no assurance can be given as to the accuracy or
relevance going forward. Eight Capital does not accept any obligation to update, modify or amend any Idea of Interest
report or to otherwise notify a recipient of an Idea of Interest report in the event that any estimates, opinions and
recommendations contained in such report change or subsequently become inaccurate. Eight Capital’s clients should
consult their investment advisor as to the appropriateness of an investment in the securities mentioned.
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IIROC Rule 3400 Disclosures: A link is provided in all research reports delivered by electronic means to disclosures required
under IIROC Rule 3400. Disclosures for sector research reports covering six or more issuers can be found on the Eight Capital
website at www.viiicapital.com.

Explanation of Recommendations
Eight Capital target: Represents the price target as required under IIROC Rule 3400. Valuation methodologies used in determining
the price target(s) for the issuer(s) mentioned in this research report are contained in current and/or prior research. Eight Capital
target N/A: a price target and/or NAV are not available if the analyst deems there are limited financial metrics upon which to base a
reasonable valuation.
Recommendations: BUY: Total returns expected to be materially better than the overall market with higher return
expectations needed for more risky securities. NEUTRAL: Total returns expected to be in line with the overall market.
SELL: Total returns expected to be materially lower than the overall market. TENDER: The analyst recommends tendering
shares to a formal tender offer. UNDER REVIEW: The analyst will place the rating and/or target price Under Review when
there is a significant material event with further information pending; and/or when the analyst determines it is necessary
to await adequate information that could potentially lead to a re-evaluation of the rating, target price or forecast; and/or
when coverage of a particular security is transferred from one analyst to another to give the new analyst time to reconfirm
the rating, target price or forecast.
SECURITY ABBREVIATIONS: NVS (non-voting shares); RVS (restricted voting shares); RS (restricted shares); SVS
(subordinate voting shares).
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